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business growth and assist with future planning. 

and economic development.

for the region would always need to be founded on a 

commissioned Informed Decisions (.id) to provide a 

tools to more than 250 councils around Australia.

agencies. 

BUILDING THE FRASER 
COAST BRICK BY 
BRICK, CLICK BY CLICK
BY JIM MYHILL

including:

• Forecast.id - tailored analysis of the drivers of 

area level.

DELIVERING A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE

level of capability for the region.

said. 

friendly and up-to-date suite of tools that will be widely 
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provide them free of charge to anybody with access 
to the internet.

tools.

and hospital operators.

The information generated from the tools has also 
been used to produce a fold out business brochure.

The brochure is handed to potential investors and 

economy and population demographics.

board in using the information to their advantage. 

 Bay Fusion (a high-end catering business) used the 
tools to source the higher income small areas to 

And a developer of the proposed waterfront 
residential estate used the impact assessment model 
within economy.id to model the flow-on effects of 
his development to show its job creation and overall 

information resource centre delivered a competitive 
advantage to business and investors on the Fraser 

regional local government authorities to offer the 
full suite of ID tools to their local business and 

businesses with historical and forecast population 

them to better plan for the future of their businesses 
and for growth and expansion. 

allowing small and medium enterprises to generate 
their own tailored demographic reports specific to 

been largely beyond their reach.”

go to 

Managing population growth and regional assets for our economic sustainability

Registrations open: Sunday 1 June 2014
Early bird registrations are open until 31 July 2014

For more information email: admin@edaustralia.com.au  Ph: 03 8534 5003

‘What Australia will look like in 25 years will be based on the concepts 
associated with the regionalisation of Australia’s population. 

This includes the increased development of cities and Northern Australia and 
how local and regional economic development across Australia will drive and 

shape our nation’s population growth.’


